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Abstract 
In this paper we have developed a transmission model for Ebola virus, which causes acute viral haemorrhagic fever 
syndrome.  This model presents a better understanding and awareness of the disease that are transmitted from animals such as 
bats, monkeys and rottens to human beings. In our research paper the model used is SEIR model which has susceptible-SH, 
exposed-EH, infected-IH and recovered- RH classes.  The mathematical model with respect to various parameters has been 
developed and was found that as the rate of immunity is increased the number of infected persons decreases. The chances of 
recovered humans to susceptible humans arise due to decrease in immunity is also considered.  This model also suggest the best 
combination of control or eradication on virus epidemic. The prognosticated human population for susceptible, exposed, 
infectious and recovered over time and has been shown using an example. 
1. Introduction 
The occurrence of Ebola virus causes hazardous hemorrhagic fever in humans and non-human primates 
like monkeys, fruit bats, rottens etc. It is extremely communicable leading to a death rate of up to approximately to 
87% [1]. This virus was first identified in 1976 in a place called Nzara and Sudan and later found in a village near a 
river called Ebola from which the name has been initiated. The Transmission of Ebola virus can spread from person 
to person by direct contact with the blood and body fluids such as saliva, mucus, vomit, sweat, tears, breast milk, 
urine and semen of a person who has been affected by the disease. Apart from this transmission the virus can also be 
spread from animals to human beings . Few symptoms like fever, sore throat, muscle pain, headache, vomiting and 
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diarrhea can also lead to internal and external bleeding of human’s .Various statistical and mathematical model are 
studied for the transmission dynamics of Ebola virus. The key idea is to study and know the mathematical dynamics 
of a population susceptible by Ebola when an epidemic occurs. To understand this idea, we are using a system of 
differential equations. Two cases are considered a. Infectious humans do not gain immunity and leads to death. b. 
Infectious humans gain temporary immunity and shows the ways to recovery. Based on the aspects of Ebola disease, 
we have categorized human population along with bats, monkeys and rottens in to SEIR compartmental model   
 
consists of four groups susceptible SH, exposed EH, infectious IH, recovered RH and death DH. 
2. Development of Model 
Based on our model we have interpreted few possibilities of transmission: 
 Infected bats IB to susceptible bats SB, susceptible monkeys Sm, susceptible rottens SR, and  susceptible 
humans SH, 
 Infected monkeys IM to  susceptible bats SB , susceptible monkeys  Sm ,  susceptible  rottens SR and 
susceptible humans SH, 
 Infected rottens IR to susceptible monkeys SM, susceptible rottens SR, and susceptible humans SH, 
 Infected humans IH to susceptible rottens SR  susceptible humans SH , recovered humans RH , and finally 
death DH 
For designing the model given in figure 1, the assumptions considered are: 
 Population of   fruit bats, monkeys, rottens and human beings are not constant. 
 Based on the immunity level, recovered human can transmit the disease to the susceptible or to infectious 
group.  
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The total human population considered here is the total of human population in all the five blocks.  
Thus the rates of change of total human, rottens, monkeys and bats population is  
ൌ൅൅൅൅ ൌ 
Similarly, it is the same in case of all the stages. 
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Table I. Description of variables for transmission model 
Variable                                                  Description 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SH,EH,IH, RH, DH          number of susceptible, exposed, infectious, recovered and death human hosts at time t 
SR,ER, IR,RR                      number of susceptible, exposed, infectious and recovered rottens hosts at time t 
SM,EM, IM, RM               number of susceptible, exposed, infectious and recovered monkeys hosts at time t 
SB,EB, IB, RB                  number of susceptible, exposed, infectious and recovered bats hosts at time t 
Table II. Description of parameters for transmission model 
Parameter                                                                                Description 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
b1, b2, b3, b4                                   per capita birth rate of humans, rottens, monkeys and bats 
m1                                                    Immigration rate of humans 
w1,x1,y1,z1           density-independent death and emigration rate for humans, rottens, monkeys and bats(per time)  
w2, x2, y2, z2         density-dependent death and emigration rate for humans,rottens,monkeys and bats (per time) 
d1, d2, d3, d4         per capita rate of disease – induced death in humans,rottens,monkeys and bats 
a1                           per capita rate of transmission of virus from susceptible bats class to infectious bats  class (per time) 
a2                           per capita rate of transmission of virus from exposed bats class to infectious bats class (per time) 
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c1, c2, c3                 per capita rate of transmission of virus from exposed class to infectious class for                                                  
humans, rottens, monkeys and bats (per time) 
k1,k2,k3,k4 per capita rate of transmission of virus from infected human, rottens, monkeys, bats class to dead  
human , rottens ,monkeys ,bats class (per time) 
βRH, βMR,  βBM   scaling factor for the transmission rate from susceptible to exposed for humans, from susceptible to 
exposed for rottens, from susceptible to exposed for monkeys. 
Analysis of Model 
The equations that have been derived from our model are ordinary  differential equations which have to be 
solved numerically by assuming a set of initial values which range from minimum to maximum to get more accurate 
and approximate results .These set of initial values have been taken from the prescribed source. 
m1 = [1 x 10-3] – [2 x 10-3]   ,b1 = [ 2 x 10-3] – [3 x 10-3],c1 = 3-4,d1 = 1 x 10-7 – 2 x 10-7,w1 = 4 x 10-4 – 5 x 10-4 
w2 = 1 x 10-5 – 2 x 10-5,u = 1 x 10-2 – 2 x 10-2,v = 1 x 10-2 – 2 x 10-2  [4]  
The equilibrium study state is reached when the differential equations have a constant value with respect to time. 
Therefore, to find steady state, we equate all the differential equations to zero. 
 =  =  =  =  =  =  =    =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  
 =  =  =  =  =  = 0 
 
Solving the above equations, we get 
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4. Conclusion 
It can be concluded that as the human population increases, the rate of recovery rate decreases for the 
constant Infectious rate. This can be shown by considering an example for the equations solved above. For example, 
for NH as 2000, the value of RH is 72.55 and 145.09 for IH as 20 and 40 respectively. Considering another test case, 
if the value of NH increases to 3000, the value of RH decreases to 45.68 and 97.368 for the same values of IH as 20 
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and 40 respectively. Also from the graph it is noted that the infectious human is increased in the beginning and 
gradually decreases for maximum and minimum values. 
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